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ABSTRACT, The complete AloU formula of high speed eleetroii sealtering bv atoms 
has been derived wavestati.stiealiy hv assniuuig a spiii“S])in iiiteraeliiiii jKdentinl somewhat 
similar to that taken by Dirac and Van Vlerk in magnetism. The spitH»rbit Jiileraetion is 
taken as in the well-known Thomas elfcci. The theory has been applii d to electron-electron 
scattering. The formula thus derived agrees with Midler’s formula only at the im[)ortailt 
limiting cases wliere the velocity in the relativisti<' legion is (/) small mid (//) extremely 
high. The case of eleclron-positrou scattering has also been considered.
In dealing with the problem of scatlcriug of fast electrons by atoms, it 
was pointed out (Kar, iy.j6) that the tomplete Mott formula (Mott, 1929; 
of scattering, namely,
co sec*-jC O Sec 'if'I n-. ^
jn-Zc“ _cos*i^ 
he sim’ if^
■+ higher terms ( 1 )
could not be derived by tbe wavestatistical metliod unless some sort of spin- 
spin interaction was assumed between tbe interacting particles.
In the present paper it is proposed to derive the complete Mott formula 
by takiug the spin-spin interaction somewhat similar to tliat taken by Diiac 
{Principles of Quantum Mechanics) and Van Vleck {Ekclric and Magnetic 
Susceptibilities) in the theory of Magnetism. The theory is also applied to 
electron-electron scattering and the formula thus derived is found to be in 
agreement with Mdller’s formula at very low and high velocities of incidence.
It has been shown in the previous paper that the relativistic wave equa­
tion is
A X -  hT -  iio* -  il 
h‘ c '
(2)
w h en  the spin-orbit interaction Potential is taken into consideration.
If the spin-spin interaction (V\.) is taken into account, the above wave equation 
is further modified and becomes
A x + 4 C [(li -  V’ -  0
/ir C
(3 )
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On proceeding in the usual manner wc have, for the differential equation 
satisfied by the first order scattering function (A,Xi),
A(A,x .)+  fe=(A.X*)= | :- iX n [2 /-K + 2E F b. . -  F* + ( in .-o ]  /r c
(3.1)
where it is assumed that the effect of the potential is so small that its 
square is negligible <
It has been shown, in the i>revious paper referred to above, that the first 
term within bracket in (3.1) gives after solution the usual cosec  ^—term in (i) 
whereas the third and fourtli terms, namely, — and_ (iV'")B-o, give the third 
term in Mott formula (1). Let us find in the following the contripution of 
the second term, namely, s /.'Fs-r of (3.1), in the formula for the intqiisity of 
scattering.
Now, Dirac and also Van Vleek have shown that the effective coupling 
between spins due to the exchange effect is equivalent to a potential energy 
of the form
V (4)
where /12 is the exchange integral for the interacting parli9les 1 and jz, while 
A',, .s'2 are the spin angular momenta in quantum itnits. We shall, however, 
take the instantaneous value of the potential in the form
, Ze*'
1 (5)
wffiere the upi>er sign denotes that the CoulomI) force between the interacting 
particles is repulsive. In the ease of electron scattering by atom nuclei as 
considered by Mott, the force is attractive. So the negative sign should be 
taken in (5).
Thus, on proceeding as before we have for the first order scattering 
function (Kar, 1946) due to
AjXj =  ( i - / i “) ‘^ cosec^i5 A A
21H0V
cos fe'ro (6)
Now, the incident electron may nave the same or the opposite spin after 
scattering. In Ihe former case the sj)in factor is evidently unity wdiile in the 
latter case it i2 shown to be “ ■cos6^  (Kar, loc. cii). Hence, the total spin 
factoi IS
1 —cos 2 Bin® ... (7)
It is olwious that to include the two classes of events mentioned above, 
We must imi1ti[)ly (6) by the spin factor 8h.
Again, we have good reasons to believe that the spin-spin interaction is 
effective mdy at high velocity of incidence. In other words, the spin-spin 
- ---- w infi’inntelv connected with the relativity effect. Therefore the
scatteiiiig function should be multiplied by yet anothev fuctoi' which may be 
called the ‘ relativity factor ’ (8ro). It may be taken as
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_  frolut Inou ieU^__ j
Inou-rolul Iiwii-rolnl
... (8)
It is evidently a measure of the percentage of relativistic departure of 
the probability of scattering. On substituting the relativistic and non- 
relativistic values of the intensity we find that in the case of Mott scattering
Sro =  — ... (g,j)
Thus from (6), (7) and (8.i) we have for the scattering function due to the 
spin-spin interaction
<.»)A A =  (i -  -*^ cos fcb„2 Wo V r
Hence the total scaltcTing function from (3.1), consulcring the lelativity 
effect and the spin-spill and sj>in-orbil interaclions, would be {vide Kar, /.r.)
(1 — ---- icosec'^i6/cos /eVo "■ /l-Vi.sa/^ c^os Ic' iq«...  ^ 12mQV*
I (rr —2/i'ro)/3 COSCQhfkoS^lO
he
Hence wc have for the relative intensity of scattering
/ =  1 -V, I (i “ /^ )^(cosec  ^l c^os'^A’'/o
y 2VloV^J
+ {n -  2h'rQ)l  ^ cos higher terms)
he siii’‘ i6^
( l u )
(11)
Now, for parallel spins .92= - ' while for antij)arailel spins
A'l == — i, 2. Also the weights for parallel and aiitiparallcl spins are
as 3:1, «\c., / =  i/i
Hence
-V(7T - 2 k^ro)P^-y^- COS I? H-higher terms) ... (12)
he sm^40
If the critical approach be neglected the above formula evidently reduces 
to Mott formula (i). It may be menlioued that in a recent note Kar and 
Sengupta (1942) have tentatively taken in Mott formula a correction factor 
for the critical approach, namely, cos f^eVd , and have found decidedly liettei 
agreement with Sengupta*s (1939) experiment on electron scattering by 
xenon. However, the actual correction should l>e that given in (12) and it is 
evident it would give even a better agreement with the actual experiment.
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I? L K C T RON-  !•; L rU- T R () N S C A T T R K I N 0 
In the case of electron-electron interaction the Coulomb potential is 
+ and so from (5) llic spiii-spiri intciaction potential should be
\‘ 2Si S2^ ■ ' (13)
Now, it has been already shown l)y Kar and Mrs. Basil (1044) that the 
first order scattering function without taking into account the effect of spin- 
spin or spin-orbit interaction is
------ r^ coscc^yi* cosh'ro' ... (14.1)
2tn^e (y'-j)y Vv r' V
^1X1'="- ‘^ -—cosFro" ... (1^.2)
before exchange, and aftci exchange 
2mor-iy-i)y
where V”  * y ^ ^ Thus the relativity factor as defin­
ed in (8) should be in this case
= ... I.s)2y  ^ 2'y^
As (14.1) and (14.2) give the relativistic scattering functions before and 
after exchange due to the Coulomb potential, the corresponding scattering 
functions due to the s])in-spin interaction will be obviously ol^ tairied )jy simply 
multiplying (14.x) and (14.2) by the factor 2 . The spin factors before 
and after exchange are respectively
8b = I -  cos 0'^  ==2sin^ i0' '^ )
8b — I +  c o s  — 2COS® i  )
Thus the total scattering functions before and after exchange are 
respectively
(16)
'^iXi
c^y I  ^i
2moc* (>-i)y* X' r
cosec®i<^ >'‘xos fc'ro'
+ and
c^y I
Xi" -  -------- W ^ ~ v r  ; h  1 k W2moc^{y-i)y  ^ \
+ 2SiS2~'^-y^~CO Sk"To
y  J
neglecting the spin-orbit interaction which is small because Z= i in this case.
(17)
Now, for parallel spins — + i, 53= + A. Therefore ihc total scaUering 
function, after taking into account the effect of exchatiRc, is
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2?nov V 7) r c o s e c o ' -  sec * o"
+ — (cos t ' r „ ' - C 0 N  it.'",,/' .. (tS .t)
Again, for antiparallel spins Si = + A, .90= -  1 ami so the total scattering 
function, after taking into account the effect of exchange, is
^^2(7+ i)  ^ c ’ * 
V vS' r co se c I k ' r0^  + sec'*^ A^ ‘"cos //'
_  (i “ 7)(i ,,, , , ....  ,■ o " (c os k 1 (I cos k 10 ( 1S .2 )
Because the ratio of intensities for parallel and antiparallel spins are as 
3:1, i\i\, we have for the total relative intensity of scallering
/ “  ,’/i +:}/2- Hence we have from and (18,2!
-f  V  2(7 + i)
\ 2nu^v^l ■ 7*^ cosec^ /^^ '^ 'cos^  A'7’0^  Sec^  f;^ '’'COS^ A’"ro^ ^
— cosci ‘^ i<9' s^ec‘^ i^ -^ '‘*cos/v’V(>'cosA*^ 'r|)"
+ 3 fcosec‘^ 'W*cosA'ri)^" sec‘^ i><^ '''cos//' yo^ O^ cosA-'ro' —cosA'^ r^ 'O
'H 4^  ^ ^ (coscc^A^ '^cosA''ro' <- sec-A '^‘*'cosA'''ro'0(cosA’So'CosA'^iy/^^
+ -ll— ~ 7^7  ^'~(cos fc'To' + cos + higher terms I.
167* I
Because the fourth term of the above equation involves the difference of 
cos k'lo' and cos k"ro", each of which is very nearly equal to unity, the term 
may be neglected. Therefore
f  =  (  ~~—„ ' ,^ — ^~fcosec'*i0*cos‘^ k'ro' + sec*i(^‘‘vos^/y'ra"\3nioV^
-  cosec-?(<A’'-scc^i^*cos /f'r,/cos k"r^/' 
+  (cos ’^Vo' + cos /i'"t(/M{cos ec’ Af>'*'cos h'r„^
47
+ sec • ii6**cos k” ro" + (ct,s k'r,,' + cos k” r„")} (iq)
47^ ^
Special Cases.—
Case I : If the velocity is small so that *, —>-i, we have from (rp)
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- J  -5*  ^ 2(> + x] cosec  ^W’'‘cos®/,''to' + sec^\6*co^^k"ra"
— coscc® Jtf*sec®i^‘"cos k'ro'cosk"ro"
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(ao)
If Uic critical ajMJroach Ite iu‘p,lected, i.e., cos fc'ro^=tos ii
cq. (20) reduces to the correspond in p forumla of Mollcr (1932).
Case I I . If the velocity lx* great so that y »  i, we have from (ig)
] =  i — I cosec‘^ i^*cos'‘'/.''ro' + sec*ifl*cos®/e"ro" 
y
— rosec*40'''sec''*i0’’"cos A'Vo'cos + 4(cos /.'Vo' + cos A’"ro"){cosec'^4 '^*'cos k'ro'
H sec*i6'"'cos /i’/'ro" + i(cos /v'V„' + cos k"r(/)j ... (21)
It may be seen without difficulty that because of the factor 2/y, 'which is 
very small in the present case, the critical api>roach is negligible, \riius the
cosec*'J(9* + sec^i^* + 1 (22)
forniiilii is very much simplified and we have
J  .y2mnv^/
wliicb is M‘’>ller's formula at lii^h velocity
It is thus shown that the general formula (ig) reduces to Mdller’s formulae 
in the two special cases considered if the critical approacl^is neglected. But 
for intermediate values of the incident velocity, lying of couise in the relati­
vistic region, (ig) becomes on neglecting the critical approach,
/ =
y  2(7 + i) cosec** i ‘t s e c ^ ^ -  c o s e c A A
|cosec'-lFsecn6=>-+ '
zy  ^ I zy* '
(23I
which is different from Mbller’s formula,
E b R C T R O N - P O S T T I O N  S C A T T E R I N G
In this case the effect of exchange should not be considered. Thu.s we 
have from the first equation of (17)
A ,v ,= ---------r l "  c o s t ',, . . .  (24)
\vhere the + sig^ i is for parallel and -  for aiitiparallel spins* Remembering 
that the weights for parallel and antiparallel spins are as 3:1, we have for the 
intensity of scattering
/ =  A '
I awoT-/
2(7 + 1) cosec  ^4(9* + cosec®ifl*
27^ cos fe'ro • (25)
neglecting higher terms. At low velocity but in the rehitivislic region the 
second term in bracket representing the spiii-.sj>in interaction is net;ligible and 
we get Bhaba’s (1938) formula*
Again^ if the velocity is extremely big'h, so tliat 7 wt* have from (2s)
,  / \2 .
(25.1)
neglecting the critical approach which is small.
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D I S C U S S I O N
It may be mentioned that in electron-electron and electron-positron 
scattering, the approximate value of the relativity factor given in (15) has 
been used. The rigorous value i.s more coini)licale(1. From the ddimtion of 
Sr, given in (8) we should have strictly
g fcQsec'*i<l*)rclat.___
ay® *(cosec'^^ *^)nou-relat. ^ (26)
In the approximate value of Kt used before, the relativistic and non-relati- 
vistic values of cosec^iS'* have been taken approximately the same. However, 
on taking their exact values it may be easily shown that
8.. =  - l i -I-(y -i)s in ®5 } - I (27)y®(y + i) f \V '
If the velocity is too small so that 7 —> i, then Sre—>-o as in the approxima­
tion. Again, if the velocity is very great so that 7 »  i, 1 as before,
Tims the limiting values of rigorously evaluated aie exactly the same as in 
the approximations used before.
Lastly, the question of correction for the critical approach lias not been 
discussed in the present paper as it is too small. The uncorreclud value may be 
used.
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